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DegenPad is an innovative, ERC-20 based fundraising platform designed to revolutionize the
decentralized finance landscape. We're redefining the game with our exclusive launchpad,
specifically tailored for the audacious and daring - the 'degens'. Our platform offers a unique
space where you can invest securely in the newest, trendiest projects that boast immense
potential on the Ethereum network.
DegenPad combines expertise, cutting-edge technology, and a deep understanding of the
blockchain sector to deliver an unparalleled investment experience. We’re on a mission to make
access to high-potential projects easier, safer, and more intuitive.
Our platform is not just a launchpad, but also a comprehensive ecosystem of DeFi services. Along
with facilitating project launches, DegenPad offers a robust staking pool, an innovative approach
to NFT staking, and lucrative farming opportunities. Each feature is designed to maximize the value
for our users, fostering a thriving community and dynamic growth.
But DegenPad is more than just its features; it’s a vision for a more inclusive, profitable, and
exciting DeFi future. By aligning with DegenPad, you’re not just stepping into a new platform -
you're becoming part of a movement seeking to shape the future of decentralized finance.

Introduction



Degenpad offers a diverse ecosystem with various utilities where degens are the kings.
We provide different passive income opportunities where you can simply stake $DPAD tokens. Our
mission is to create a safe place for potential projects that are selected through rigorous checks,
ensuring complete safety for both investors and project teams. Through Degenpad, we aim to
pioneer various technologies, allowing our holders to test beta versions before releasing them to
the public.
We are a team of individuals committed to creating a better space for one sole purpose: to
eliminate all the bad players in the industry by offering a secure environment using our utilities.
Welcome to the future of Launchpads – Degenpad!

What's DeganPad?



We are implementing a tier system on our Launchpad that will enable our token holders to
automatically whitelist for hyped presales. This model will support holding the $DPAD token,
which is the cornerstone of our ecosystem. The higher amount of $DPAD tokens you hold, the
greater your chances of being among the first to participate in our beta testing, receive rewards,
and whitelist presales. Our tiers are divided into four levels: Bronze, Silver, Gold, and Platinum.

We are offering a chance to earn passive income through our exclusive Staking Pool. You can
simply stake your tokens in our pool to earn rewards in $DPAD. We offer competitive high-yield
returns and higher APYs, ensuring more income opportunities for all our holders who love to stake
their tokens for a greater yield. $DPAD offers a comprehensive staking protocol, which means our
auto-staking feature will allow you to stake $DPAD tokens within a few simple clicks.

Our Utilities

LaunchPad Tiers

Staking Pool



Non-fungible assets (NFTs) have been dominating this space since their inception and can earn
you passive yields. We have curated a collection of NFTs to establish a yield generation protocol.
Limited edition NFTs will be released that can be staked in our protocol, earning higher rewards in
$DPAD tokens. Each NFT will hold a different value, allowing you to earn more rewards if you stake
NFTs with higher value.
This creates a new passive income opportunity for all those who own our limited edition NFTs.

We have seen a growing number of users in DeFi yield farming. Aave, Yearn Finance, and
Compound are some of the popular DeFi farms available at the moment. We are joining the race by
introducing DFARM where we allow our users to add liquidity to our pool which helps generate
rewards in the form of $DPAD tokens

Our Utilities

NFT Staking

Farm



The utility functions of DegenPad create a
synergistic ecosystem that propels the
platform’s growth. The Launchpad attracts
innovative projects and their communities,
expanding the user base and enhancing platform
engagement. Staking and farming incentivize
users to hold and transact with DPAD, boosting
the token’s liquidity and stability. NFT Staking, a
unique feature, provides users with additional
means of earning, driving further interaction with
the platform. Together, these features create a
dynamic environment that fuels the platform’s
continuous growth and sustains the token’s
value.

Why DPAD?



FairLaunch
60%

Community Rewards
25%

Marketing 
6%

Cex Listings
6%

The total supply of $DPAD is 1Billion. This is a fixed supply, there will be no $DPAD minted. The
$DPAD token has been created and the total supply can be verified at Etherscan.

0x53483820572151c032CC5884C37e4292F9861005CA:

Marketing - 6%
Community Reward - 25%
fairLaunch - 60%
Airdrop - 3%
Cex Listings - 6%

$DPAD Token

$DPAD Distribution



    50,000 $DPAD
Total Allocation 10%

     75,000 $DPAD
Total Allocation: 15%

     150,000 $DPAD
Total Allocation: 25%

    250,000 $DPAD
Total Allocation: 50%

Launchpad tiers

Bronze SILVER Gold PLANTINUM



Tiers Explained

disclaimer

Example: We have $100k allocated total for the next IDO! Bronze will get 10% shared amongst all
Bronze Tier holders. Silver will get 15% shared amongst all Silver Tier holders. Gold will get 25%
shared amongst all Gold Tier holders. Platinum will get 50% shared amongst all Platinum Tier
holders.

By introducing a tier system, you can earn rewards simply by staking $DPAD tokens. Additionally,
you can receive free allocations for whitelisted IDO’s that launch through our platform. There are
only a few Launchpads that allow users to double their rewards and allocations simultaneously.
This is why a smart investor always chooses DegenPad over other options.



How To Participate In Ido

Participating in an IDO (Initial DEX Offering) for a fundraising launchpad such as Degenpad can be an exciting
and potentially lucrative opportunity. Here are some steps to consider when participating in an IDO for
Degenpad:
First, make sure you have enough funds to participate. In most cases, IDOs require investing in a specific token,
so make sure you have that available.
Do your research about the project and the team behind it. Read the whitepaper and attempt to understand
the project’s goals, roadmap, and potential. Make sure the team has a good reputation, experience in the
industry, and a clear vision for their project.
Next, identify when the IDO will occur and determine how much you want to invest. Some IDOs may have
minimum investment requirements or maximum caps, so be aware of those restrictions.
When the IDO begins, make sure to move forward quickly and participate in the launch. Check the gas fees and
ensure you are comfortable with the fees associated with the transaction.
Finally, monitor your investment after the IDO is over. Keep track of the progress the project is making, as well
as any updates or milestones that the team achieves. This can help you decide whether to hold or sell your
investment.
Overall, participating in an IDO for Degenpad can be a great opportunity but it’s important to do your research
and invest carefully



launchpad interface



our partners



Audit & KYC

https://github.com/Coinsult/solidity/blob/main/Coinsult_DegenPad_0x53...1005_Audit.pdf
https://github.com/solidproof/projects/tree/main/2023/DegenPad
https://github.com/AnalytixAudit/Solidity/blob/main/20230620_AnalytixAudit_DegenPad_DPAD_Audit.pdf


Find Us

@DegenPadERC20 @DegenPadERC20NEWs @degenpaderc @degenpaderc @Degenpaderc


